Under 14 Girls

1 Lancaster Girls Grammar School
   681 Elizabeth Wareing
   682 Lauren Airey
   680 Kirsty Maher
   Total: 6742

2 Croydon High School GDST
   679 Amelia Middleton
   667 Ciara Slattery
   634 Orrin Blair
   Total: 6480

3 Guildford High School
   661 Darcy Revitt
   640 Hebe Poole
   628 Madeleine Gardner
   Total: 5955

4 Queens Gate School
   669 Tess McGill
   647 Fabiola Waldron
   630 Sofia Di Bernadini
   Total: 5462

5 Clifton High School
   643 Sophie Hornung
   631 Emma O’connor
   663 Fleur Hayden
   Total: 4896
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